“Star Spangled Banner”

Designed by Jean Katherine Smith and Sue Pickering
Featuring the American Basics collection by Whister Studios
Finished Size: 42 x 56”

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt
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Materials Needed
One Fabric Roll
Corner Triangle - ½ Yard of Solid White Fabric
Binding - ¼ Yard each of Blue and White Stripe and Red and White Stripe
Backing - 3 Yards of Favorite Print
Batting - Twin size

Making the Quilt

1. Cut all the navy and red strips in half making approximately sixty 20” long strips.
2. From the strips with stars in a white back ground cut sixty 2 ½” squares.
3. You are now going to sew the strips together end to end alternating red and blue, and inserting a white square between each longer strip. This will result in one very long strip! It will be about 36 yards long. Cut in half.
4. Press all white square seams out.
5. From the solid white fabric cut one 16” square. Cut in half diagonally.
6. Start sewing the strip to the long side of each triangle. Extend each strip 2 ½” beyond the previous strip. Continue for 9 strips on each half. This represents the width of the quilt.
7. Now is a good time to square up the strip ends even with the white triangle sides. Use a design wall to help visualize and rough measure the length of the remaining strips you will need.
8. Fill in the middle with these additional strips to make the length of the quilt you want. You will still need to offset the strips going down the sides of the quilt.
9. Press quilt top. Make quilt sandwich and quilt. We made free motion stars in white squares and triangles.

Always look on our website before starting your project to see if there are any updates or corrections

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the complete collection and to download other Free Projects
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